Rinri Newsletter: Volume 1, Number 2
Self-Existing Moon, Fourth Year of Prophecy

On Self-Existing Moon 1, Kin 23 Blue Planetary Night, psi chrono unit 11 Dog, the formal announcement
of the discovery of the Law of Time was made to a small group within the United Nations on behalf of
the S.E.A.T. (Society for Enlightenment and Transformation). The text for this presentation, "The
Discovery of the Law of Time, 1989-1996," is also available as a booklet and on the Invisible College. A
follow-up document, "Planetary Moral Emergency, The Final Call, Preparing for Time Shift 1997," is also
available. The United Nations presentation made the Law of Time, T(E) = Art, energy factored by time
equals art, definitive and formal as the supreme scientific and moral discovery of the century, if not of
the past 500 years of history!
The Rinri Project is currently the most advanced application of the Law of Time. The very act of
mentally engaging three to five levels of time simultaneously represents an aesthetic reordering of
mental functions.
Level 1: Telektonon Thirteen Moon Calendar date, including weekly function;
Level 2: Dreamspell daily kin;
Level 3: Days 7-22, 16 cube positions;
Level 4: Psi chrono units;
Level 5: Overtone chromatic function and place, human and planet holons.
Each of these levels actually defines the coordinated incidence of a time vector potentiality.
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From the point of view of fourth-dimensional time, space is an infinitely locatable point capable of being
penetrated by an infinite set of time vector potentialities, either unconsciously or consciously. The
discovery of the Law of Time has made conscious the knowledge of the actual ratios governing the
experience of time. Henceforth the infinitely locatable point in space which you embody can now
consciously coordinate different time vector potentialities -- that is precisely what is meant by
coordinating three to five levels of time simultaneously by practicing the Rinri Project daily. The
conscious coordination of time vector potentialities, especially in conjunction with the activation of the
psi bank, makes conscious the planetary telepathic field which, until now, has existed only
unconsciously and in a potential state. Congratulations to all Rinri Project practitioners for maintaining
the mental and daily discipline to exercise this evolutionary unfolding for all of the species.
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The Prophecy of Pacal Votan repeats several times the phrase, "All is number. God is a number. God is
in all." In fourth-dimensional time, number and ratio are an informational language whose meaning
increases with increase in the comprehension of the 13:20 radial mathematics knowledge base. The
information contained in the relational language of number and ratio is direct knowledge of the actual
nature of the synchronic order of the universe. The synchronic order of the universe is the whole
systems order shaped by the absolute timing frequency, 13:20, at any given moment in time.
Everything shaped by time is art. Life shaped by time is art. Life lived consciously in time is conscious
art. The numbers and ratios of fourth-dimensional time which govern certain phenomena or experiences
are invariably harmonic and also demonstrate variable incidences of time vector potentialities.The
number code of the Heptagonon of Mind as demonstrated on p. 40 of the Rinri Project booklet is an
excellent example.
In this diagram the Heptagonon of Mind is joined with the Primal Cubic Parton.It consists of three axes
or vertices, each defined by three numbers:
1. Heptagonon of Mind Polar Axis, numbers 1, 7, 2, sum = 10;
2. Cubic Parton Polar Axis, numbers 5, 7, 6, sum = 18; sum of Heptagonon of Mind and
Primal Cubic Parton Polar Axes = 28 = number of days per Moon.
3. The Wizard's Axis, between Gamma and Kali, numbers 3, 7, 4, sum = 14, 1/2 of 28,
same as Wizard's code number, 14; note that 3, third year and 7, seventh year are both
Wizard Years, two Wizards @ 14 = 28.
4. The sum of numbers of the three axes 10 + 18 + 14 = 42 or 28 x 2, or 14 x 3, or 7 x 6
(7 + 6 = 13). Hence 42 is the magic number of the Heptagonon of Mind/Primal Cubic
Parton.
5. Look again. Let's add the numbers that define the two adjacent sets of poles of both the
Heptagonon of Mind and Primal Cubic Parton. + poles =7 (1 + 6); - poles = 7 (5 + 2);
both sets of poles together, = 14 again.
6. Then add the interval numbers remaining. Left side: 1-3 = 4; 3-5 = 8; sub-total leftside, = 12; Right side: 2-4 = 6; 4-6 =10; sub-total interval numbers right side =16. The
sum of outside interval numbers right side 12, + left side 16 = 28, number of days in a
Moon, + two polar numbers, 14 (7+7) = 42.
7. 42, the number of the cube is perfect. 6 sides x 7th central point =42. The number 7 left
in the center is the mystic key, which added to 42yields 49 (7 x 7).
8. Now go to Earth Ascending, Map 42, "Psi Bank Warp and Holonomic Woof."
Here on Map 42, you see the Psi Bank Grid with which we have been working, overlaid with the
numbers corresponding to the 64 hexagrams or codons of the DNA. This map is the key map
demonstrating the psi bank grid Law of Time in its relation to the DNA code of life. Remember: time
shapes life.Now you can participate even more deeply in the equation, T(E) = Art.
Note that there are 8 hexagram codons per Tzolkin grid, two Tzolkin grids per year and hen-ce 16
hexagram-DNA codons that are activated for each of the four years (16 X 4 = 64). Leaving out the 20
units of the mystic column, each Tzolkin grid is divided into eight parts, four on the left side of the
mystic column, four on the right side of the mystic column. Apart from the GAP units, the left-side
functions for the first half of the year, the right side for the second half of the year.
The disposition of the 8 (4 x 2) hexagram-codons within any Tzolkin grid occurs in four even sets:
Dragon - Serpent; World-Bridger - Dog; Monkey - Eagle;and Warrior - Sun. Between the two Tzolkin
grids per year there is an inverse symmetry for matching the hexagrams. For the first half of the first
year, for instance, psi chrono units corresponding to set Dragon-Serpent, activate hexagrams 16 North,
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matched by 47 South. If you wish to increase your play by activating the DNA psi bank codon
structures, then follow this sequence:
Victory Establishes First Year First World Peace, First Half Year, Kin 1-120
psi chrono units Dragon - Serpent, activate hexagram: + 16 North, - 47 South
psi chrono units World-Bridger - Dog, activate hexagram: +1 North, - 34 South
psi chrono units Monkey - Eagle, activate hexagram: + 64 North, - 31 South
psi chrono units Warrior - Sun, activate hexagram: + 49 South, - 18 South

Key to Hexagram Pairs to Study for First Year of First World Peace;
+ = transmit, 1st 1/2 year North, 2nd 1/2 year South;
- = receive, 1st 1/2 year South, 2nd 1/2 year North:
+16 Enthusiasm, - 47 Exhaustion.
Time to arouse 13:20 armies, overcome 12:60exhaustion.
+1 The Creative, - 34 Power of the Great.
Time to arouse and augment great creative power
+64 Before Completion, - 31 Influence.
Time to prepare the coming change and spread influence by example
+49 Revolution, - 18 Work on What Has Been Spoiled.
Have no doubt, this is a revolution; it is time to reform what has been spoiled by the 12:60
+17 Following, - 50 The Cauldron.
Time to create a following for 13:20 values, and commence the great transformation.
+32 Duration, - 63 After Completion.
Remain true in the midst of change;
beware, the 12:60 is complete, its imminent ruin is dangerous.
+33 Retreat, - 2 The Receptive.
Inward spiritual power will pass the test;remain receptive in all matters.
+48 The Well, - 15 Modesty.
The armies of the righteous reach the source of good and evil,
victory comes to the humble and modest.
Seventh mystic column, Kin 121-140, Rhythmic Moon Days 21-22, all of the Warrior's Cube for the
Seventh Moon, and Galactic Moon Days 7-8, should be considered as an extended state of divine grace,
the pure central point of resonance holding the psi bank plate together for any given year.
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Victory Establishes First Year First World Peace, Second Half Year, Kin141-260
psi chrono units Dragon - Serpent, activate hexagram: +17 South, - 50 North
psi chrono units World-Bridger - Dog, activate hexagram: +32 South, - 63 North
psi chrono units Monkey - Eagle, activate hexagram: +33 South, - 2 North
psi chrono units Warrior - Sun, activate hexagram: +48 South, - 15 North

Psi Chrono GAP Days and the Towers of the Moon

All Tower 1 Days occur in the upper left quadrant (Dragon-Dog), and hence define this as the GalacticKarmic Instinct Quadrant. All Tower 6 Days occur in the lower left-quadrant (Monkey-Sun) and hence,
define this as the Solar-Prophetic Instinct Quadrant. All Tower 23 Days are in the upper right quadrant
(Dragon-Dog), and hence define this as the Solar Prophetic Telepathic Quadrant. All Tower28 Days
occur in the lower right quadrant (Monkey-Sun) and hence define this as the Galactic Karmic Telepathic
Quadrant. Note that on the psi bank Tzolkin grid, the first six columns define the instinctual side;
columns8-13 define the telepathic side.
Let us now correlate the Tzolkin Loom of Maya with your Telektonon board.
The instinctual left side of the Loom of Maya governs the Earth Walk, GAP 1 governing the preconscious
side of the Earth Walk, Days 2-3, and GAP 6, the subliminal conscious side of the Earth Walk. In this
way, see how the left-hand set of Loom of Maya GAP days actually governs the evolution of
consciousness, the Galactic Karmic Instinct on the left side of the axis of the plane of will, and the
Solar Prophetic Instinct on the right side of the axis of the plane of will.
In the same way the telepathic right side of the Loom of Maya governs the Heaven Walk, GAP 23
governing the subliminal conscious side of the Heaven Walk, Days 24-25, and Gap 28 the preconscious
side of the Heaven Walk. In this way we see how the right hand set of Loom of Maya GAP days actually
governs the cosmology of time, the Solar Prophetic Telepathic on the right side of the axis of the plane
of will, and the Galactic Karmic Telepath icon the left side of the axis of the plane of will.

Special Note for this Moon: White Spectral Dog,
Opening "The Wizard's Hoard of the Lore of Death."
This Moon opens with psi chrono GAP unit White Spectral Dog on Day 1.Note that the Dreamspell Kin
for Day 28 is also White Spectral Dog. The occult partner of White Spectral Dog is Blue Electric Monkey,
one of the13 clear signs on the lid of the tomb of Pacal Votan. Note that the psi chrono GAP unit for
day 28 is Blue Electric Monkey, the occult partner of the Dreamspell Kin for day 28, White Spectral
Dog. For more on Blue Electric Monkey, refer to the "Prophecy of Pacal Votan, Section 14, "The Wizard's
Hoard of the Lore of Death, " verse 111:
"...Another five times seven years, the numbers of my sacred ratio passed before the closing of the
ninth Hell, AD, 1987, commemorated by the sacrifice of 3 Monkey, the first of the four sacred signs on
the western edge of my great talking stone. In this sacrifice was a sign of the death and transcendence
of the way of the people of the book, 'Joshua,' and the people of the dawn, 'Maitreya.'"
The ninth anniversary of the death of Blue Electric Monkey, Joshua Maitreya Argüelles, occurs on SelfExisting Day 12, Cube position 6, World-Bridger power of death. On the Dreamspell, that day is White
Galactic Wizard. It was on the day White Galactic Wizard, July 16, 1945, that the world's first atomic
bomb was tested. White Galactic Wizard also occurred on July 26, 1987, and commenced the cycle of
Harmonic Convergence, and the new dispensation of time, manifest in the World Thirteen Moon
Calendar Change Peace Movement.The ninth anniversary of the death of 3 Monkey represents the
power of the Nine Lords of Time placing their seal upon the cycle of Harmonic Convergence as the
power of destiny.
The self-existing power of the death of Joshua Maitreya fully opens the Wizard's hoard of the lore
death. Note that on the fourth day of this Moon, occurred the White Cosmic World-Bridger, the
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The psi chrono GAP days represent special coding factors in activating the psi bank. The GAP days
derive their function and power by corresponding to one each of the four Tower of Power positions in
the Telektonon, the points at which the the 28-day third-dimensional flow crosses the 20-kinsequence
fourth-dimensional flow. These four towers of every Moon are Telektonon positions 1 (Hand, galactic
code 7), 6 (Human, galactic code 12), 23 (Earth, galactic code 17) and 28 (Wind, galactic code 2). Note
that on the psi bank Tzolkin grid, the position of the four Tower days in their GAP Loom of Maya
positions define four quadrants within the Tzolkin grid.

thirteenth sign of the tomb lid. The World-Bridger code number 6 multiplied by the tone number 13
=78. 78 (6, power of the cube times 13, power of time) is the power that opens the Wizard's hoard of
the lore of death, the mystic cube of death, the transcendent tomb of Pacal Votan which it is for each
of us to enter.This power is commemorated by the telepathic grid that is created by the White Spectral
Dog holding the first and the last positions of this Moon, and its occult power, Blue Electric Monkey,
Pacal Votan tomb lid, and psi chrono GAP unit, Day 28.
Note that the sequence of Tower GAP units for every Moon this year is either a blue-white or whiteblue, and a red-yellow or yellow-red solar seal sequence. Think of the GAP psi chrono units as holding
the Towers of the Moon.

For more number magic, check out the number sequence that occurs by pairing the numbers on the
Free Will, Tower of Power Card Day 6 which holds its position for the sixteen cube days with the
corresponding numbers on the16-day cube cards. The Free Will Tower Card has number 6 (Arabic) and
12(galactic notation). When you add the Arabic number of the Free Will Card, 6, with the Arabic
number on Cube Card 1, 7, the sum is thirteen. When you add the galactic notation number of the Free
Will Tower Card, 12, with the galactic notation number of cube card 1, 1, the sum is also 13. For each
cube day these sums advance by one number, until you reach the last cube day, where Arabic 6 plus
Arabic 22 equals 28, and galactic notation 12 plus galactic notation 16 equals 28! Thirteen Moons 28
Days: All is number God is a number God is in all.

Daily Practice Review: Self-Existing Moon 11, Kin 33,
Red Resonant Skywalker, Psi Chrono Unit, Red Solar Dragon, Kin 61
Lay out the Telektonon Board. Complete your Telektonon exercise,contemplate the synchronometry and
the chronometry for the day.
1. From the layout determine what is the Earth Family of the daily kin (Signal Family).
2. Determine the Overtone Chromatic in which the daily kin is located (Red Moon Skywalker). Use the Human and Planet Holon charts. Locate and identify the body center
and planet zone of the Earth Family for the day (Solar plexus, South temperate zone)
Visualize its color (red) and send (North team) or receive (South team) a blue magnet to or
from Solar Plexus.
3. Since it is the eleventh day of the Moon, and the fifth cube position, Serpent, psi chrono
unit activated is Red Solar Dragon, Kin 61. Note the conjunction of red: daily kin,
Skywalker; cube position, Serpent; psi chrono unit, Dragon.
4. Visualize the psi chrono unit's position in the psi bank plate, Northern and Southern
tzolkin grids simultaneously.
5. Visualize this psi bank plate straddling the planet from North to South Pole.
6. Since the psi chrono unit is a Dragon, and it is the first half of this year, contemplate
and study the pair of matching hexagrams, +16, Enthusiasm, and -47, Exhaustion. "Time
to arouse 13:20 armies, overcome 12:60 exhaustion."
Remember between the day of the Moon, planet and human holon correspondences, the daily kin, the
psi chrono unit, and the cube position, you are dealing with a multi-leveled coordination of time vector
potentialities. You are activating the psi bank and intensifying your experience of synchronicity.
In your history be projected,
in your mystery be protected!
Wizard's in their tower,
people in their power!
Happy Trails!
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Free Will Tower and Cube Card Number Correspondence, 13-28
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